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Let X be a linear space over an arbitrary field of scalars F. Let L(X) denote the set of linear operators A mapping linear subsets ¿D A (called domain of A) of X into X and L Q (X) = { A£L(X): «® A -x} . Write: Z A =kerA = = {xe-2) A I Ax = o}.
An operator D e l(l) is said to be right invertible (cjf.
[l]), if there is an operator R £L 0 (X) such that c HI and DR = I, where I denotes the identity operator. The set of all right invertible operators belonging to L(x) will be denoted by R(X). The set of all right inverses of an operator DeR(X) will be denoted by
The set Z D = ker D is said to be the space of constants for a DC-R(X).
An operator F€L(X) is said to be an initial operator for a DeR(x) corresponding to an Re if F is a projection onto the spaoe of constants (i.e. if 
then the mixed boundary value problem
is reduced to the following equation
Proof, Write equation (4) (3), we can obtain conditions of solvability of problems under considerations in a similar way as in Theorem 3.2 of [1] . As regards the invertibility of the operator I+A and the solvability of equation (6) we have the same situation.
This means that we can assume varioua conditions cf solvability of the equation (6) (17) x -RHxy = z, where z £ Z^ is arbitrary.
Conversely, every solution of equation (17) is a solution of equation (16).
Proof. Suppose that xeX is a solution of equation (17). By our assumptions Dz=0. Thus we find Dx -Hxy = Dx -DRHxy = Dtx-RH^) = Dz = 0.
This means that x is a solution of equation (16).
Conversely, suppose that xeX satisfies equation (16). Then x = RH^ + z, where z € Z^ is arbitrary. Hence x is a, solution of equation (17).
Corollary 6. Suppose that all assumptions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and that F is an initial operator for D corresponding to R. Then every solution of the initial value problem for the equation (16) We find .
Thus DeR(X) and R£-Xg. Theorem 1.3 in [3] implies that 
